The UWL Foundation will award more than $1.4 million to deserving students during the 2022-23 academic year. This support is made possible by our alumni and friends who give generously to make a difference through the scholarship program. **THANK YOU.**

Below is a list of UWL scholarship recipients as of July 26, 2022. 

*List is subject to change due to eligibility and enrollment.*
Alumni Association Continuing Student Legacy Scholarship
   Elle Hersperger
   Logan Felker

AAUW La Crosse Branch Scholarship for Continuing Students at UWL
   Kelsey Berna
   Delanie Johnson
   Kyler Rohde
   Olivia Sarasio Meyer
   Erin Sime
   Alexis Tate

Shelmina Abji Scholarship for Women of Color
   Manigbe Kenneh

ACZ Scholarship Endowment Fund
   Joshua Krause

The Advancement of Women in Chemistry & Biochemistry Scholarship
   Kayla Rondeau
   Madeline Ross

EiAdvisors Management Scholarship
   Liam Sjoquist

Dena Rauk and Russell E. Aldrich Scholarship Fund in Special Education
   Martha Moran

Alumni Band Scholarship Fund in Memory of Dr. John L. Alexander
   Leo Chavolla Barrera
   Kaley Lutker
   Abigail Sasse
   Olivia Sheehan

William W. Allen Chemistry Undergraduate Scholarship
   Elise Gerum

Alpha Omicron Pi and Rena Angell Scholarship
   Abby Wenger
Gayle A. Anderson Scholarship Fund
Israel Anderson
Bronwyn Bond
Austin Johnson
Megan Moeller
Ellie Unferth
Ella Yost
Madalyn Zauche

James A. Anderson Endowed Scholarship
Kacelyn Blackburn

Thomas & Margaret Annett Scholarship for the Arts
Hunter Adams

Thomas H. Annett Scholarship
Marshall Dvorak
Jade Kanneberg

The Anonymous Scholarship
Anna Horn
Grace Johnson
Cyle Kowalski
Leah Parnitzke
Hannah Rouer
Emily Schneider
Neenah Stinson

The Archaeology Scholarship
Evan Gariepy
Madeline Meltesen

The Jo Arney Student Success Scholarship
Joshua Wines

Dr. Robert Arthur Endowed Scholarship in School Psychology
Lauren Eiselt

James O. Ash Scholarship Fund in the College of Business Administration
Skylar Lynch
Michael G. & Mary J. Aspenson Scholarship Fund in Computer Science  
*Jacob McAllister*

Michael G. & Mary J. Aspenson Scholarship Fund in Mathematics & Statistics  
*Walter Leifeld*

Michael G. & Mary J. Aspenson Scholarship Fund in Science  
*Heidi Nell*
*Emily Schneider*
*Amannda Szomi*

Betty Baird and Beatrice Baird Scholarship Fund  
*Sophia Cole*

Andrew Baker Athletic Training Scholarship  
*Meghann Naughtonn*

Baker Tilly Scholarship  
*Siri Kuhn*
*Austin Shaw*
*Avery Vanderlinden*

Ed & Lu Bardill Memorial Scholarship in Photography  
*Jonathan LeGault*

Carol Bassuener Scholarship  
*Ethan Rindfleisch*
*Taylor Trost*
*Paige Vang*

Jack and Carol Bast Scholarship for Students from the Milwaukee Metropolitan Area  
*Jaiya Edwards*

Jack and Carol Bast Scholarship for Students from Watertown High School  
*Macy Zubke*

Robert W. and Beverly J. Batchelder Fund for Health, Physical Education and Recreation  
*Katie Jensen*
*Jillian Weston*

MaryCatherine Batten Award in Teacher Education  
*Alicia Barber*
*Levi Zak*
Richard G. Beck Art Scholarship  
Talia Mentjes

Allen & Tammy Becker Family Pay it Forward La Crosse Area Endowed Scholarship  
Maverick Kulmaczewski

Dick & Jayne Becker Scholarship  
Grace Fox

Becker Tax & Bookkeeping  
Emma Murray  
Makaylah Sheard

Tim Behling Graduate Student Legacy Scholarship  
Vanessa Czeszynski

Bridget Belgiovine Scholarship Fund in Sport Administration  
Holly Kunkler

Pam Benzing Microbiology Prep Room Scholarship  
Carlie Close

Carolyn G. Berg Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund  
Kayde McMannis

Kathleen Lynn (Moulis) Beyer Memorial Scholarship Fund in Occupational Therapy  
Michaela Bemis  
Breana Haag  
Rylee Petit  
Maimee Vang

Marion Biehn Endowed Scholarship Fund in Art  
Madison Vaillant

BKO Scholarship  
Rachel Spaeth

Jeff Bloxdorf Memorial Scholarship Fund  
Caleb Tammen

Bruce Boegel Scholarship  
Alyssa Gander  
Maebell Weiss
John R. Bolstad Scholarship Fund
  Madeline Renaud

Bowers UWL Concert Bands Scholarship
  Maggie Ferrando
  Kayde McMannis

Laura & Joe Bowers Scholarship Endowment Fund
  Kavin Blohowiak

Chet Bradley Scholarship Fund in School Health Education
  Megan Miller
  Paetyn Schmitz

Brannan Family Student Veteran and Military-Connected Student Scholarship
  Taylor Schiferl

Tom and Mary-Alice Breiter Endowed Scholarship in Mathematics Education
  Sarah Vogel

Holly Breitkreutz Scholarship in Student Affairs Administration
  Kyrsha Balderas

Roger Brochhausen Scholarship in Special (Adapted) Physical Education
  Sophia Cole
  Kayla Scaletty

Betty Wenzel Brown Scholarship Fund in English Education
  Jaime Rein

Art Brownell Scholarship in Mathematics Education
  MaKena McClone

Margaret Brown Trumpet Scholarship
  James Koeberl
  Leah Mattingley
Jeff & Maria Bruggink Scholarship
Lindsey Kluck

LaVerne L. Buldhaupt Endowment Fund in Biology
Matthew Gonzalez

Charlie Burbach Education Scholarship
Alexandrea Olson

Kenneth and Marilyn Buresh/ Ellen (Buresh), Paul and Ian Finch Scholarship
Hallie Moran

Beta Sigma Chi Jack Burke and Bill Ogilvie Scholarship
Aimee Eifert

Robert M. Burns Scholarship in Medical Microbiology
Madison Arndt

Jessie Caldwell Memorial Scholarship
Paige Brandner

Cloyce Campbell Scholarship
Maisy Dyhr

Leo & Gertrude Schnur Scholarship - Mathematics & Statistics
Sarah Vogel

Lillian Neale Campbell Scholarship in Adapted Physical Education
Anna Caswell
Jadee Christiansen
Sophia Cole
Thomas Friday
Reid Hansen
Lauren Kidd
Jordan Lietz
Kayla Scaletty
Raynee Schuster
Jonathan Vang
Domonic James
Noah Sellent
Dr. Merton V. Campbell Endowment Fund
Aaron Barton
Brady Gagner
Sophia Miller
William Murphy
Amethyst Owen
Alexis Ringhofer
Brooke Voelz

Lillian Neale Campbell Scholarship in Occupational Therapy or Therapeutic Recreation
Michaela Bemis
Miranda Gajewski
Rachel Gundrum
Aleah Jones
Alyssa Kliment
Katie Meeker
Renee Murphy
Hannah O’Mara
Rylee Petit
Alexa Schroeder
Jack Speckman
Grace Stockwell
Meghan Timler
Maimee Vang
Kayla Vrieze
Lauren Wiseman

Kathryn S. Cappelen Teaching Scholarship
Laural Almquist
Breanna Ellison
Alex Fisher
Abby Hilby
Christine Hlavacka
Jenna Hoppe
Ava Krause
Taylor Moore
Riley Zielke
Delaney Gelder
Brynn Hundt
Lillian Neale Campbell Scholarship in Physical Therapy

Aaron Bartz
Amy Brown
Samantha Casper
Thomas Chaffee
Molly Ciszewski
Caitlin Fallon
Erin Greschner
Katharine Hall
Anthony Hoff
Campbell Hofstetter
Kadin John
Rachel Kiminski
Colin Kleffman
Taylor Martocci
Meghan Paidar
Parker Plume
Morgan Ripp
Brooke Salfer
Nicole Schroeder
Amanda Thiers
Austin Tripp
Talia Tripp
McKenzie Vanyek
Cori Williams
Danielle Wissink
Ashley Woltmann
Elizabeth Yamriska
Skyler Yunk

Campus Dames Award
Seth Lenox
Pearl Scallon

Christopher Carlson Memorial
Cassidy Stanger

Douglas Carnes Memorial Scholarship Fund
Brianna Beining

Genevieve Carnes Memorial Scholarship Fund
Douglas Grace
Scott Carnes Memorial Scholarship Fund
Nicholas Raden

Dolores Carroll Scholarship for Minority Students (Incoming Freshmen)
Mara Miller

Edith Cartwright Scholarship in Education
Katie Gearing
Sophie Wentorf

William Case Chemistry Scholarship of the La Crosse Community Foundation
Jack Elliott

John Castek Sr. Memorial Scholarship
Megan Garski

Hardy W Chan and Sons Scholarship
William Murphy

Richard C. Chang Memorial Scholarship
Josie Lammers

Dept. of Chemistry & Biochemistry Scholarship in Biochemistry
Madeline Ross

Margaret Chew Scholarships for Geography Majors
Genessa Carney
Rachel Klingberg
Jacquelyn Oetterer
Jaydin Romalia
Trenton Ruffalo
Jamie Schoen
Dylan Stukins
Ty Tretter
Emma Eslinger

Roland W. and Laura J. Christensen Scholarship in Mathematics & Statistics
Jessica Bandell

Carsten & Zedona Christiansen Memorial Scholarship for Physical Therapy
George Nunn
Dr. Gregory and Sabrina Chu Geography Scholarship
Sophie Ulik

CLA Scholarship
Carson Radl
Madeleine Schofield

Harold A. Classen Scholarship in the Department of Geography
Dirk Lueck

Russell G. Cleary Memorial Scholarship
Anna Jensen

Russell G. & Gail K. Cleary Scholarship
Cora Bauer
Amanda Marshall

John & Ardus Cleveland Endowed Scholarship in Psychology
Nouchee Lee
Jaden Stanelle

D.O. Coate and Emerson G. Wulling Scholarship
Collin Secor

David M. Cole Scholarship in Economics and Finance
Christina Bartsch
Takoda Boyd
Timothy Nix
Haley Reed
Matthew Wittenberg

Cordiero Woodwind Quintet
Aliya Rodenkirch
Matthew Wright
Maria Benz
Juliana Bullock

Richard Corner Scholarship
Alexandria Geniesse

Milford A. and Mildred E. Cowley Scholarship
Damon Trump
Lois Craig Scholarship
Amy Abeglen
Adrianna Baehman
Rylee Dorow
Kaylie Mayer
Maggie Pelli
Shelly Powell
Allyson Zimmerman
Kendall Cox

Catherine Crail-Susan Fransway Art Scholarship
Alyssa Johnson

Wisconsin State Cranberry Growers Association
Jonathan LeGault

Anna Beth Culver Endowment Scholarship for Health and Physical Education
Edith Ben-Eboh

Jerry Culver Scholarship Endowment Fund in Geography
Alyssa Laffin

Frederick & Kathryn Davies Scholarship
Katherine Cox
Mary Miller

Dave & Stephanie Dean Scholarship Fund
Madyson Emer

Sandra DeBernardi Scholarship in Elementary Education
Cally Lindsey

Alice DeBower Recreation Alumni Scholarship
Kate Rutledge
Delta Sigma PI/ETA RHO #1 Scholarship
    Hunter Adams
    Alexander Ebert
    Ben Eversole
    Mackenzie Geschke
    Nicholas Howard
    Jamie Huber
    Hailey Johnston
    Hayden Knoll
    Siri Kuhn
    Leah Matson
    Olivia Mattsson
    Ilse Mendez
    Jaylyn Rachel
    Carson Radl
    Austin Shaw
    Zachary Walston

Lisa and Karl Dickson Scholarship
    Lisa Hall

Laurie & John Diekhoff Women in Technology Endowed Fund Scholarship
    Erica Hanson

Carol Dobrunz Women in Leadership Scholarship Fund for Health Professionals
    Amannda Szomi
    Paige Vang

Carol Dobrunz Women in Leadership Scholarship Fund for Physical Education Professionals
    Emily Behling
    Lydia Beyer

Carol Dobrunz Women in Leadership Scholarship Fund for Recreation Professionals
    Sasha Mader

Michael J. and Sandra R. Dolan Endowment Fund in Chemistry
    Carben Weghorn

Drecktrah Family Scholarship in Biology
    Molly Arttus
Drecktrah Family Scholarship in Elementary Education
  Taylor Metcalf

Drecktrah Family Scholarship for History
  Angel Velasco Lopez

Drecktrah Family Scholarship in Theatre Arts
  Tracie Hodgdon

Louise Drumm Endowment Fund for Art Scholarships
  Emma Hanson

Louis & Ida Ebin Scholarship
  Jack Newman
  Hallie Toedter

Eide Baily Scholarship
  Liam Sjoquist
  Connor Smith

John & Ellie Ellison Scholarship
  Kylah Frederixon
  Lauren Kidd
  Marlee Nehring
  Hannah Olson

The Equitable Life Foundation/Chancellor's Minority Fund
  Trinity Lee

Randall J. Erickson Scholarship Fund
  Andrew Bates

Tamzin Aldrich Esposito Memorial Scholarship
  Mikaela Robarge

William Estes Choral Music Scholarship
  Gloria Tofstad

Eta Phi Alpha Scholarship
  Emma Roehl
Anita Evans/Larry Lebiecki Freshmen Opportunity Scholarship
  Leah Elliott
  Molly Ellmann

Xcel Energy Scholarship for Continuing Students
  Peter Xiong

Fabich Family Scholarship
  Justine Bastyr

Jerry Faust/Burger King Scholarship Fund
  Elizabeth Grisar

Federated Insurance Scholarship in Technology
  Eric Bal

Vitaliano Figueroa Scholarship in Student Affairs Administration
  Elizabeth Smith

New Orleans Saints James E. Finks Memorial Scholarship for Leadership in Sports Management
  Brady Quinn

Kenneth & Margaret Fish Scholarship Fund in Elementary Education
  Luke Thornton

Kathy Roth Fleege Scholarship
  Emma Johnson

Charles "Ben" and Marian Ford Scholarship
  Anna Caswell
  Jacob Crogan
  Thomas Friday
  Gracey Mlsna
  Paetyn Schmitz

Jean L. Foss & Norene A. Smith Organization for Campus Women (OCW) Scholarship
  Hillary Deml
  Kristen Dezell
  Kristina Morben
  Nuria Ortiz
  Charlene Schmidt
Foundation Chairmen's Leadership Scholarship

*Emma Lawrence*
*Emma Rauman*

Oren E. Frazee Scholarship

*Megan Potaczek*

Robert and Kip Frederick Fund for Communication Studies and Theatre Arts

*Bao Xiong*

Sue & Rob Frey Endowed Marketing Scholarship

*Kaitlin Mack*

College of Business Accountancy Scholarship in Honor of Elizabeth W. Fromm

*Clare Bargender*

Neala P. Frye Memorial Scholarship

*Ashley Butt*

Doris Fuka Communication Studies/Theatre Arts Fund

*Bao Xiong*

Gordon W. & Barbara Gade Scholarship Fund

*Hailey Johnston*
*Mari Last*

Scholarship for Excellence in the Study of German

*Ryan Hustedt*

Ernest & Olive Gershon Scholarship

*Leah Weigel*

James & Karen Geschke Endowed Scholarship

*Heather Hammil*
Charles & Lillian Gay Scholarship

Shannon Aide
Aidan Matthai
Anna Meilahn
Zoey Carlson
Emily Schlangen
Delaney Younglove
Holly Buytaert
Maria Benz
Grace Albee
Logan McCoy
Abigail Gronert
Grace Gatto
Matthew Moyer
Aliya Rodenkirch
Andrew Connelly
Trinity Rietmann
Macie Ferguson
Emily Behling
Brodyn Byington
JJ Langer
Zach Slevin
Noah Coleman
Elise Gerum
Jade Maki
Aleah Nelson
Danielle Stewart
Elizabeth Sutton
Calvin Wernimont
Anne Wood

Jean and William Gilles Scholarship Fund for Third Year Physical Therapy Internships
Valerie Adank

Norman L. Gillette, Sr., Family Fund Scholarship of the La Crosse Community Foundation
Evan Swanson

GiTi Investments Finance Scholarship
Nicholas Howard

Greater Milwaukee Foundation’s Walter Jay & Clara Charlotte Damm Scholarship
Ransom Yasko
James A. and Deborah K. Gould Scholarship Fund in Physical Therapy
   Brandon Treadwell

James A. Gould Memorial Scholarship Fund in Physical Therapy
   Rebecca Fox

Maurice and Elizabeth Graff Scholarship in Economics
   Scott Rosendahl

Maurice and Elizabeth Graff Scholarship in Political Science and/or Public Administration
   Chase Rogers
   Cassanda Ziegler

Maurice and Elizabeth Graff Scholarship in Sociology and/or Archaeological Studies
   Carley Arrowood
   Alexandra Huiras

Kimberly D. Graham Extraordinary Scholarship
   Sean Floersch
   Addyson Struck

The Grande Cheese Foundation Scholarship
   Tatianna Briggs

Roger Grant Scholarship
   Mackenzie Seelhammer

Lora Greene Scholarship
   Mia Rentmeester

Joyce Grill Piano Scholarship
   Andrew McDonald

The Nodz and Peewee Gruber Memorial Scholarship
   Owen Thompson

John Paul Gruden Memorial Scholarship
   Adam Grunwald

Gund Family Scholarship
   Tayler Farrington
   Elizabeth Smith
   Karly Yablonski
Alice Hagar Elementary Education Scholarship
   Sophie Alvarado
   Sarah Arnold
   Autumn Dembowski
   Ryan King
   Alyssa Kromke
   Abigail Magnuson
   Ila Tregoning
   Chloe Walsh-Laehn

Alta M. Hagen Memorial Endowment Fund
   Alexandrea Olson

Fredrick C. Hagerman Physical Education Scholarship
   Bryan Carrera Ramos

Warta L. Krueger Hall Memorial Scholarship
   Benjamin Bettis

Marian D. Hammes Scholarship in Early Childhood/Elementary Teacher Education
   Molly Hawkins

Dorothie Marion Hansen Scholarship Fund in Elementary Education
   Molly Hawkins

Jennifer J. Hansen Scholarship
   Manigbe Kenneh

Donna Hansen Memorial Scholarship in Psychology
   Alivia Smith

Ernest O. & Grace W. Hanson Scholarship Fund
   Jared Zwettler

Freda & Arnold Hanson Endowment Scholarship Fund in Elementary Education
   Rebekah Dwyer
The Mary Guertler Hanson Scholarship
Zachary Mommaerts
Grant Matthai
Alex Larson
Logan Wilson
Macy Ortloff
Maddie Baumann
Brooke Axelton

Roger Harring Scholarship
Robin Anderson

Thomas Harris Scholarship
Tyannah Huttner

Thomas Harris Scholarship in Psychology
Crystal Zessin

Doug & Nancy Hastad Scholarship for Secondary Teacher Education
Connor Haindfield

Hawkins Ash Scholarship
Benjamin Cady
Olivia Mattsson

Ray Heath Scholarship Fund in Chemistry
Connor Haindfield

Mary H. Hebberd Endowment Fund for English
Anna Giese
Maysa Osley

Dick Hebert UWL Offensive Line Concert Master Music Scholarship
Cassandra Davis

Joseph P. Heim Scholarship Fund
Grant Mathu
Maria Minkey

Patricia Maslowski Heim Endowed Scholarship in Sociology
Mikaela Robarge
Marlin & Julie Helgeson Silver Eagles CBA Scholarship
**Annika Zilisch**

Kathleen & Adrian Hendrickson Scholarship Fund in Educational Studies
**Veronica Belawski**

Brian and Lori Hesperich Scholarship Endowment Fund
**Breeanna Bartoshevich**
  **Brianna Beining**
  **Allison Fowle**
  **Jenasea Hameister**
  **Katie Manzeck**
  **Damon Trump**

Bob Hetzel Scholarship
**Rachael Brochtrup**

Thomas J. Hill Memorial Scholarship
**Carley Elmhorst**

Noah and Mandi Hinrichs Scholarship
**Jaylyn Rachel**

**Hoefer Symphonic Brass Quintet**
**Leo Chavolla-Barrera**
  **James Koeberl**
  **Leah Mattingley**
  **Daren Tran**
  **Marshall Dvorak**

Jake & Janet Hoeschler Scholarship
**Hope Solfest**

Janice Hoeschler Catholic Leadership Scholarship
**Jonah Bettin**
  **Faith Kalvig**

**Hoeschler String Quartet**
**Cassandra Davis**
  **Lucia Stephani**
David and Sis Hogue College Student Development and Administration Scholarship (SAA)
   Lorena Kemen
   Hannah Quarnstrom

Nick Holcomb CBA Scholarship
   Susanna Hu

Thomas Hood Scholarship
   Madelynn Logan

Dr. Reid F. Horle Scholarship
   Gabby Potthoff

The Linda Host Memorial and David Bange Scholarship Fund for Mathematics & Statistics
   Riley Nicholson
   Paige Peabody

Dr. David R. Howard Endowed Scholarship Fund in Biology
   Nicole Bodart

Alan C. Howe Memorial Scholarship Fund in Sociology
   Naviana Pritzl

Mary Huber Scholarship
   Sierra Wodkowski

Robert Jed Huff Memorial Scholarship
   Lucinda Martinelli

George N. Huppert Memorial Scholarship in Geography
   Jacob Kampf

William J. Hyde English Department Scholarship Fund
   Madeline Kozel
   Alyssa Peterson
   Jacob Richmond
   Madison Vaillant

Gary Isakson Scholarship in the College of Arts, Social Sciences & Humanities
   Amar Fynbu
Gary Isakson Study Abroad Scholarship Fund
  Jack Cunningham
  Mya Salinas

Janet Kircher Isler Scholarship for Elementary Education
  Isabella Baka
  Jenna McCarthy
  Lauren Pauly

Stella Trane Jackson Scholarship
  Gloria Tofstad

Wayne A. Jacobson Fund in Education
  Christine Hlavacka

Wayne Jacobson Scholarship Fund in Geography CSH)
  Emma Trettin

Mark A. Jacobson Memorial Scholarship
  Carson Radl

Wayne Jacobson Scholarship for Student Affairs Administration (SAA) Fund
  Joshua Koenigs

John Jenks Family & Friends Memorial Scholarship
  Sara Hafften

Tom Johnson Finance Scholarship
  Dominick Yerhot

Johnson Block Scholarship
  David Seamonson

Matthew and Lindsay Johnson Leadership Scholarship
  Alexis Anderson
  Paige Vang
Eric & Kristin Jungbluth Scholarship in the College of Business Administration
   Ryan Daines
   Jacob Hitchler
   Jamie Huber
   Skylar Lynch
   Alissa St. Louis
   Dominick Yerhot
   Samantha Derrick
   Carson Schmidt
   Caitlin Herminath

Eric & Kristin Jungbluth Scholarship in the School of Education
   Sara Langmeier
   Olivia Sarasio Meyer
   Allison Schreurs
   Melanie Steib
   Molly Ellmann
   Thomas Greany

Marie Lien Kabat Scholarship
   Nicole Hachtel

Kammerud Family Scholarship
   Emily Brekke

Joe & Linda Kastantin Endowed Fund for the College of Science & Health
   Carlos Esparza

Joe & Linda Kastantin Endowed Fund for the School of Education
   Damian Combs

Donald C. Keffer Scholarship
   Connor Tremelling

Lee & Arly Kempf Scholarship
   Damian Combs
   Jessamae Rice

Betty and Dale Kendrick Scholarship for Studio Art in Painting
   Mattison Blanck
Eleanor M. Kennedy Scholarship in College Student Development and Administration
  Jesimiel Banjiram

Albert H. and Helen Kent English Scholarship
  Devany Bauer
  Felix Froh

Amy Kerwin Accounting Scholarship
  Tori Clark

Gary & Holly Kimm Endowed Scholarship
  Evan Lom

C. Richard & Kathleen Kistner Family Endowment for Chemistry
  Andrew Baumgartner

Jim and Cheryl Klinzing Exercise Science Financial Aid Award
  Abby Ambrosius
  Abigail Wyro

Mary Hamilton Klos Scholarship
  Benjamin Hersh

Rudy Koch Memorial Scholarship in the Natural Sciences & Environmental Education
  Kristina Morben

Paul D. Koeller Scholarship
  Makenzie Haldiman

David J. Kohler Scholarship Fund
  Alivia Smith

Dick & Sally Koehler Res Life Scholarship
  Julia Lewis

Inez and Nick Konas Memorial Scholarship of the La Crosse Community Foundation
  Bao Xiong

Jason David Koppelman Scholarship of the La Crosse Community Foundation
  Olivia Sarasio Meyer
Craig and Emily Koprowski Accounting Scholarship
Rachel Lindberg
Emily Van De Hey

Judith L. Kuipers Endowment Fund
Ilariah McAnally
Amy Mews
Abigail Reiter
Christine Starshak
Emily Young

Jim and Eileen Langdon Native American Scholarship
Natalie Maufort
Nuria Ortiz
Hannah Smith

La Crosse Area Retired Educator's Association Scholarship
Jonathan Vang

Steven P. Larsen Memorial Scholarship
Shelly Powell

Darrell S. Larson Endowment Fund
Madison Albert-Nelson
Jessica Bandell
Prestyn Bernier
Karley Boston
McKenna Bowers
Paige Brandner
Jaye Hellenbrand
Madalin Karpinski
Saralyn Klais
Michael O'Brien
Hannah Olson
Abby Prestigiacomo
Grace Ranta
Brianna Rosenow
Ashley Schmalfeldt
Kaitlyn Schoff
Madeline Sherman
Emily Sons
Elizabeth Steffes
Melanie Steib
Taylor Veenendaal
Larson Family Scholarship Fund
Abigail Schreck

William Laux Memorial Fund
Angel Velasco Lopez

Joe Laux Family CBA Top Scholar Award
Julia Lewis

Joe Laux Family Scholarship in Marketing
Claire Limberg

The Lazzari Family Clinical Laboratory Science Scholarship
Isabella Kelley

Larry Lebiecki Scholarship
Brooklyn Radtke

Marilyn Jacobs Leder Scholarship
Gabrielle Schmidt

Robert E. & Mildred Lee Scholarship
Hailey Willner

Helen Leide Memorial Fund for the Theatre
Brodyn Byington

Jason Letizia Learn Strong Scholarship
Elise Gerum

Esther and Sam Levy Memorial Scholarship
Isabella Burr
Karlee Curtis
Austin Roach
Jenna Strenski

Dr. C. W. Lighthizer Pre-Med Scholarship
Christina Nygren

Dr. Richard Lindblad Political Science Award
Matthew Gast
Susannah Lloyd Scholarship in Women's Studies and Anthropology
   Enya Szymanski
   Abby Wenger

Logan Math & Computer Science Scholarship of the La Crosse Community Foundation
   Vang Xiong

The Lowe Family International Studies Scholarship in honor of Dr. Stephen Brokaw
   Mia Rentmeester

Tyler Lynch Scholarship Fund
   Vladimir Blazek

Thomas & Barbara Macgillivray Scholarship Fund for International Education
   Taylor Irwin

Tom Macgillivray Student Affairs Administration Scholarship
   Cindy Fendrick
   Nicole Novak
   Cynthia Waldeck

James H. Mack Scholarship for Public Policy Advocacy
   Ryan Sperling

Drs. Michael H. and Timothy J. Mader Pre-Med Endowment Scholarship Fund
   Chloe Close

Kathy Andrews Madrigrano and John & Dorothy Andrews Scholarship Fund
   Riley Zielke

Cecilia & Gabriel Manrique Scholarship
   Jenna Dinkel

The Charlotte M. Markos Scholarship Endowment Fund in the College of Business Administration at UW-La Crosse
   Emily Johnson
   Journey Malacina
   Brooke Steffens
Lindsey J. and Thomas B. Marriott, III Endowed Scholarship

   Austin Becker
   Carter Bergdahl
   Thomas Friday
   Adelynn Hyatt
   Brandon Johnson
   Megan Miller
   Jenna Rollin
   Kayla Scaletty
   Jonathan Vang

Kristine A. Mason Scholarship Fund

   Tia Bechard
   Alexis Burgos
   Autumn Dembowski

Department of Mathematics & Statistics Scholarship Fund

   Lydia Byers
   Jessica Dorobek

The Matty’s Bar and Grille Scholarship Fund

   Olivia Tiedemann

Twyla & Robert McFee Scholarship in Elementary Education

   Veronica Belawski
   Emily Brekke
   Alexandria Frickel
   Jenna Gillich
   Grace Hinz
   Martha Moran
   Kylee Plants
   Kylie Ploederl
   Abigail Suiter
   Jacinta Teumer
   Rachel Wiederhold

Michael & Kathi McGinley Scholarship

   Madison Schutze

Thomas Baird McIlraith Scholarship in English

   Olivia Templeton
Eric Stuart McIlraith Scholarship in Chemistry
Sonya Tetzlaff

Eric Stuart McIlraith Scholarship in Mathematics & Statistics
Anna Koblitz

Kirk Louis McIlraith Scholarship in Geography
Genessa Carney

Stuart Morton McIlraith Scholarship II
Dayne Kiecker

Bryan & Linda McKeag Scholarship
Julianna Rice
Alissa St. Louis

Beverly Scheel McLoone Memorial Scholarship Fund in Physical Education
Caden Boettcher
Elise Kilde
Raynee Schuster

Lloyd Meiners Fund in International Education
Edith Ben-Eboh
Carley Arrowood
Mya Salinas

Erin Lindsay Melin Scholarship
Charlene Schmidt

Patricia Mertens Scholarship Fund in Exercise and Sport Science and the School of Education
Carter Bergdahl

Metzger-Stephens Delta Sigma Phi-Ei Endowment Fund
Michael Biwersi
Alexander Ebert

David Mewaldt Scholarship
Maggie Ferrando
UWL Microbiology/Public Health Scholarship
   Breigha Boyle

Microbiology Graduate Scholarship
   Tayler Farrington

UWL Microbiology Scholarship
   Austin Kopacz

Neil M. Mighall Fund in Chemistry
   Angela Tippery

World War II Leon Miller Scholarship
   Grant Prodzinski

Campus Dames Muriel Mitchell Award
   Elijah Behnke

Campus Dames Muriel Mitchell Award
   Kady Cheng

Rexford and Muriel Mitchell and Muriel Mitchell Carroll Award Fund
   Elizabeth Mackey

Mitchell Kruck Scholarship
   Dakota Johnson

Thomas Allen Moore Memorial Scholarship Fund
   Edith Ben-Eboh
   Ashley Teoh

Donney Moroney COVE Leadership Scholarship
   Breckin Sargeant

Pam Mouchka Family Memorial Scholarship in Physical Education &
   Health
   McKenna Haen
   Isabella Knoernschild
   Jenna Rollin
   Luke Schoenbauer

Robin Clark Mueller Scholarship for Communication
   Holly Salimes
Liz Mullarkey and Rob Bryson Sports Management Scholarship  
  Kieran Boyden  
    Jordan Casper  
    Alyssa Conklin-Sayre  
    Craig Steele

Eugene W. Murphy Scholarship  
  Jacob Gesteland

Terry & Mary Murphy Fund for the College of Business Administration  
  Hunter Adams  
    McKenna Bladl  
    Hunter Bolson  
    Benjamin Cady  
    Trevor Daffinson  
    Alexis Dehmer  
    Zachary Heacox  
    Kiersten Kobussen  
    Lola Melcher  
    Emily Rundahl  
    Christian Schommer  
    Avery Vanderlinden

Music Dept Scholarship & Development Fund  
  Sydney Paradise

Penny Myers Endowment Scholarship Fund  
  Verena Hayes

NAfME Scholarship  
  Kayde McMannis

Dane & Eileen Nash Scholarship in Special Education  
  Chloe Walsh-Laehn

Allen C. Nelson Biology Scholarship Fund  
  Anna Buss  
  Rachel Maki  
  Anne Wood

Allen C. Nelson Scholarship Endowment Fund in Mycology  
  Anna Wood
Mark & Stacey Newcomer Endowed Scholarship  
Dakota Corallo

Nick & Kathleen Nicklaus Endowed Scholarship for Residence Life  
Macy Carty

Dr. Aline Fournier Nieckarz Memorial Scholarship in Organic Chemistry  
Benjamin Walker

William J. Nieckarz Scholarship in Nuclear Medicine Technology  
Micah Atkins

Ruth A. Nixon-Davy Scholarship in Spanish  
Alexis Burgos  
Thomas Landt  
Kaitlyn Michalek  
Maria Minkey  
Jaylyn Rachel  
Ila Tregoning

Jay C. Norris Scholarship  
Andrew Bates  
Quinn Abbott

Nuclear Medicine Technology Internship Scholarship  
Xavier Hertzner

Nuclear Medicine Technology Alumni Scholarship Fund  
Kaitlyn Neefe

Mr. & Mrs. Larry Nutter Scholarship in Chemistry  
Abigail Meltz

Eugene & Arleen O'Brien Scholarship  
Summer Rufsholm

Margaret O'Hara-Newton Scholarship  
Isabella Graefe

John and Julia Metternich Olson Scholarship Fund in the Alumni Honors Program  
Aidan McDonough
Grace Olwell Memorial Endowment Fund
   Leo Chavolla Barrera
   Hailey Clark
   Daniela Flores Delgado
   Hannah Hautala
   Caitlin Herminath
   Cyle Kowalski
   Elizabeth Missiaen
   Alyssa Peterson

Jess Ondell Scholarship Fund in Chemistry and Biology
   Kennedie Owens

Marilyn Ondell Scholarship Endowment Fund
   Victoria Weseloh

Organic Valley Scholarship
   Haley Reed

Mary O'Sullivan and Francie Ball WTC Transfer Scholarship
   Pierce Kameya

Dr. William "Bill" and Mary Jo Otto Family Scholarship in Recreation
   Alexa Pomerleau

Tony and Rick Palmer Memorial Scholarship
   Molly Carstensen

James R. Parker Scholarship Fund (General, Graduate)
   Vang Xiong

The Darlene Joan Zielinski Parker Scholarship for Social Justice Fund
   Sophie Alvarado

Partners of Gundersen/Mary Patros Scholarship Endowment for Allied Health Professions
   Jessica Barczak
   Marissa Gavioli

Jim Paulson Scholarship Fund
   Ryan Sperling

Rhea Pederson Memorial Scholarship
   Sophia Benson
P.E.O. Chapter AL Memorial Award Fund
Madeline Kendall

Performance Food Group Scholarship
Mallory Kaiser

Performance Food Group Scholarship
Emma Murray

Nic Petersen Memorial Scholarship
Leo Chavolla-Barrera

Wilma Leide Pfiffner Scholarship in Elementary Education
Sarah Arnold

UWL Physical Therapy Alumni & Friends Scholarships
Aaron Bartz

UW-L Physical Therapy (pre-PT) Club Scholarship
Meghan Paidar

Piano Scholarship Fund
Hunter Adams
Julia Mlynczak
William Murphy
Andrew McDonald
Lucia Stephani

Alpha Xi Delta Melanie Pierce Fund
Naviana Pritzl

Cindi Stoller Polek Scholarships in Physical Therapy
Amber Anderson
Ally Heidorn
Andrew Leydet
Kelsey Redman
Kyle Terhark
Brian Zahn

Robert & Ruth Pribek Scholarship in English of the La Crosse Community Foundation
Noah Gassman
UWL Pride Center Scholarship for a Returning Student
   Adam Whitney

UWL Pride Center Scholarship for a New/Transfer Student
   Mikayla Fischer

UWL Pride Center Queer and Trans Black, Indigenous, People of Color (QTBIPOC) Scholarship
   Damian Combs

Provost Scholarship
   Brandon Kabelowsky

James Prudhome Scholarship in Economics
   Takoda Boyd
   Karlee Krueger
   Lucas Schneider
   Ryan Sperling

Psychology Alumni Scholarship Fund
   Alivia Smith

Brad & Gail Quarberg Scholarship
   Hannah Noll

James Quillin Memorial Art Scholarship
   Leo Chavolla Barrera

Rada River Studies Center Fellowship for Environmental Studies
   Aubrey Schwonek

Rada Schmitz Distinguished Alumni Award Fellowship
   Brodyn Byington

Viggo B. & Madeline C. Rasmusen Leadership Award in Physical Activities
   Madelyn Wang

Recreation Major's Club Scholarship
   Emma Zibble

David Reedy Music Scholarship
   William Murphy
Reichert Lawless Scholarship
  Myah Schulz

Friends of Hans and Ella Reuter Scholarship
  Parker Huhn
  Keegan Olin

James Reynolds Scholarship
  Israel Powell
  Decaprien Stewart

Dr. Robert J. Richards Scholarship for Continuing Students
  Lauren Auge

Dr. Robert J. Richards Scholarship for Incoming Freshmen
  Zoey Carlson
  Caleb McClone
  Ella Pahl
  Malina Reynolds
  Emily Schlangen
  Madeline Weber

Theodora Richter Communication Studies Scholarship
  Chloe Hart

Bruce & Peggie Riley Endowed Scholarship in Mathematics Education
  Matthew Wiltsey

Kenneth and Sharron Ring Scholarship for Entering Freshman
  Brady Gagner

Ritz Holman Scholarship
  Jerome Servais
  Paige Sheffer

Romenesko Family Scholarship Fund in Chemistry
  Benjamin Walker

Lisa Kay Roslansky Art Scholarship
  Alyssa Johnson
Hong Xiang Rost International Scholarship Fund
   Edith Ben-Eboh
   Ashley Teoh

Robert & Janet Roth Scholarship for Music Excellence
   Ashley Nordby
   Juliana Bullock
   Jonathan Heck

Theodore W. and Alice O. Rozelle Endowment Scholarship Fund in Mathematics & Statistics
   Caleb Bekkum

RSM Scholarship
   Jonathan Hayes
   Logan Manthey

Chuck & Linda Rudrud Family Legacy Scholarship
   Kaitlyn Rayburn

The Shirley & Gerald Ruoff Student Teaching Scholarship
   Morgan Ricker
   Julia Vicioso
   Kaylie Podvin

Joseph Rusche Family Scholarship Fund
   Cally Lindsey
   Jonathan Vang

David & Kial Rushlow Scholarship
   Breckin Sargeant

Salt and Light Award for Excellence in Christian Leadership
   Jameson Langer

Sambs Scholarship in Economics & Finance
   Cora Bauer

Lee & Georgene Sandheinrich Scholarship
   Carlos Esparza

Autie Currie Sanford Award Fund for Graduates of Rusk County
   Hunter Adams
Ethel Groom Scheel Scholarship  
Margaret Condon

James R. Schipper Scholarship  
Bao Xiong

W & G Schmidt Scholarship Fund in Education  
Martha Moran

Laura Schuh Biology Scholarship  
Elizabeth Jacobsen  
Angelique Vega

Schull/Ziemelis Scholarship Endowment Fund  
Doris Faucheux

Carolyn & Jay Scott Endowed Scholarship  
Amy Mews

Michael Scott Theatre Arts Scholarship  
Grace Happe

Patrick H. Sebranek Scholarship Fund in English Teacher Education  
Jaime Rein

Dennis Seeger Scholarship in Environmental Studies  
Quinn McClure  
Alexis Tate

Sentry Insurance Foundation Scholarship  
Cole Johnson  
Justine Bastyr  
Madeline Schofield  
Austin Shaw  
Christian Schommer  
Jill Kittelson  
Seth Lenox

Severance Family Scholarship  
Alex Gergen
Diane L. Sewell Clinical Laboratory Science Scholarship
   Sawyer Grathen
   Dylan Kalscheur

Lindy Shannon Music Scholarship
   Leo Chavolla-Barrera
   Abigail Sasse
   Michael Decker

Silver Eagles Scholarship Endowment Fund in the College of Business Administration
   Ashley Butt
   Esbeidy Guevara
   Nicholas Litterer

Silver Eagles Scholarship Endowment Fund in the College of Business Administration in
   Honor of Dean TJ Brooks
   Nicholas Litterer

Fred A. Singer Scholarship
   Carlie Tesch

Grace M. Smith Clinical Laboratory Science Scholarship Fund
   Alexandria Fedie
   Emily Stuart

Lillian Smith Scholarship Fund in Physical Therapy
   Ashley Woltmann

Norene A. Smith PhD Endowed Scholarship Fund in Student Affairs Administration (SAA)
   Molly Censky
   Melissa Recknor
   Kelsey Simonson

Karla & John Stanek Endowed Scholarship
   Jonah Bettin
   Christian Schommer

Richard & Phyllis Stanley Scholarship
   Allyson Zimmerman

Doc Steuck Special Project Award
   Alexis Tate
Russell & Vera Smith Foundation Scholarship

  Clare Bargender
  Justine Bastyr
  Spencer Borley
  Claire Lewis
  Anna Lien
  Rachel Lindberg
  Griffin Malecha
  Vinchenzo Marchiafava
  Nathan O’Connell
  Brett Peters
  Jake Philipps
  Madeleine Schofield
  Austin Shaw
  Emily Van De Hey

George M. Snodgrass Scholarship

  Sophia Cole

Ace Stadthaus Endowed Memorial Scholarship

  Claudia Mendoza

Oliver A. Stoffer Scholarship

  Jozelle Arenz
  Kayleigh Baasch
  Brenna Lundgren
  Isabelle Ricker
  Damon Trump
  Emily Young

John and Lois Storlie Scholarship Endowment Fund in Computer Science

  Andrew Krause
  Riley Radle

Helmer & Donald Strand Memorial Scholarship

  Alyssa Deml

The Ronald Stratton Scholarship Program Fund

  Leah Matson
  Samantha Meiners
  Leah Wagner
  Zachary Walston
  Amber Wuensch
Strohm Ballweg Scholarship
Hunter Bolson
Eleanna Meehan

Paul Stry Music Endowment Fund
Leo Chavolla-Barrera
Spencer Collins
Hannah Friesner
Kallie Johnson
Audrey Karcher
Sam Richardson
Olivia Sheehan
Alec Vosburgh
Michael Decker
Marshall Dvorak
Jonathan Heck
Jade Kanneberg
Andrew McDonald
Colin Miller
Jacob Spredemann

Robert & Judy Strzelczyk Scholarship in Physical Therapy
Miki Kobayashi
Elisabet Pietz

Judy Strzelczyk, OTR, Scholarship Fund in Occupational Therapy
Brittany Voigts

Student Affairs Administration Alumni & Friends Scholarship
Lynn Bartholomew
Shyanna Brickson
Sophia Hower

UWL Student Association Women of Color Scholarship
Anna Yesbeck

UWL Student Association Stadium Scholarship
Carissa Hendricks
Glenn Mattison

Division of Student Affairs/ Multicultural Student Scholarship
Delanie Johnson
Division of Student Affairs/ Multicultural Student Scholarship for Incoming Freshmen
   Natalie Maufort
   Joshua Wines

Sara Sullivan LGBT Study Abroad Scholarship
   Ash Eisen

SVA Scholarship
   Olivia Fernstaedt
   Joseph Stiemke

Alice M. Svec Endowed Scholarship in Education
   Grace Bartow
   Jayda Bushor
   Holly Johnson
   Kyanna Lounsbury
   Taylor Metcalf
   Martha Moran
   Jessamae Rice
   Alexandra Runnells
   Sophie Wentorf

Ben A. Sylla and James R. Sylla Fund
   Tori Clark
   Lauren Drews
   Esbeidy Guevara
   Kendric Jimenez
   Kaitlin Mack
   Caden O'Rourke
   Chandler Vruwink
   Clara Wydeven

Peter J. Talen Memorial Scholarship
   Carson Kreger
   Talia Mentjes
   Ellie Hemming

Taylor Family Scholarship in Health Education/Physical Education and Elementary Education
   Reid Hansen

Teamsters Brewery Workers/Local 695 Scholarship
   Anna Koblitz
Gordie Teigen Fund  
*Heather Lecomte*

Joyce Christiansen Telzrow Memorial Scholarship  
*Brooke Bonikowske*  
*Kayla Rippe*  
*Kami Young*

Arnold Temte Mathematics & Statistics Honors Scholarship  
*Kaylie Podvin*

June A. Tenckhoff Scholarship in Education  
*Marlee Nehring*

Theatre Arts Music Theatre Scholarship  
*Chloe Hart*

Anna Thomas Scholarship  
*Paety Schmitz*  
*Jonathan Vang*

Thorman Family "Pay It Forward" Scholarship for Physical Therapy  
*Taylor Martocci*

Richard & Ethel Thrune Scholarship  
*Alyssa Carpenter*  
*Margaret Grethel*  
*Gavin Stebbins*  
*Paige Hoeft*  
*Finley Konrad*  
*Evan Wang*

A. Richard Tinapp/Robert S. Joyce Endowment Fund in Theatre Arts  
*Tracy Joe*

Marie Toland Scholarship  
*Louden Ferguson*

Charalambous Topinka Scholarship  
*Mikaylie Sosnowski*

Toward Self Reliance Scholarship  
*Mary Miller*
Larry L. Trammell Microbiology Prep Room Scholarship
  Katie Manzeck
  Emily Stuart

La Crosse Tribune Extra Effort
  Leah Mattingly

Franklin & Laura Beer Trine Scholarship in Education
  Abby Hilby

UWL TRIO Student Activist Scholarship
  Cassandra Ziegler

Myrtle Trowbridge Scholarships I & II
  Sara Duffy
  Abby Lortscher
  Grace Meyer

Robert Uber Scholarship Fund in Physics
  Andre Johnson

Mike and Colleen Urben Scholarship
  Ian Stussy

UW Credit Union Scholarship
  Cherie Xiong

UWL Scholarships, Inc. Scholarships
  Mayachel Schaller

Dr. Peg Van Bree Scholarship for Women Leaders in Community Health Education
  Madison Panetta
  Madeline Vantassel

Clark Van Galder Scholarship
  Emily Morgan

Agnes A. Van Tassel Scholarship in Elementary Education
  Emily Giese
  Grace Scharfenberg
Verve, a Credit Union Scholarship (General, Freshman)
   Samuel Gelder
   Eli Schmidt

E. William & Margaret A. Vickroy Scholarship
   Emily Hageman

Robert C. Voight Scholarship
   Jozelle Arenz
   Kendall Hazen
   Sidney Paulson
   Caroline Sargent
   Olivia Sheehan

David Wambach Legal Studies Scholarship
   Alia Henrichsen

D. Russell Wartinbee Scholarship
   Julia Mlynczak
   Levi Zak

Lt Col Willard W. & Gladys E. Webb Scholarship in Military Science
   Madelyn Hansen

A. Vincent and Janet B. Weber Scholarship in Biology
   Elle Myer

Donald P. Weber Veterans Scholarship of the La Crosse Community Foundation
   Jonathan LeGault
   Grant Prodzinski
   Brady Quinn
   Zene Boney

Wedro Scholarship
   Dylan Tousey

Weekley & Arganbright
   Andrew McDonald
Harold H. Weisse Award Fund
   Grace Filip
   Thomas Greany
   Kiara Keip
   Brynn Kleiner
   Elyssa Marsalek
   Tanner Pedretti
   Tatyana Roberts
   Alivia Swaney
   Josiah VanderZee
   Justin Walleck

Shu-Chih Wen Memorial Scholarship Fund for Information Systems
   Nattakij Yang

Werner-Engsberg Family Scholarship for Elementary Education (K-5)
   Julia Mlynczak

Werner-Engsberg Family Student Teaching Scholarship Fund for Elementary Education (K-5)
   Gabrielle Schmidt

Robert A. Wessler General Music Scholarship
   Alec Vosburgh

Esther Risberg West Scholarship
   Hayley Moore

West Avenue Scholarship
   Haley Clark

Steve & Linda Westlund Scholarship Fund
   Emily Dawidowich

Dorothy Wetterlin Scholarship for EXPAND
   Jenna Danninger

Coulee Region White Cane Club
   Hannah Certa-Werner

Ron & Teri Wilczek Family Scholarship Fund
   Luke Schneider
Emma L. Wilder Endowment Fund
   Sandra Bune
   Avery Falkner
   Mackenzie Reischl

Daron James Williams, M.D. Memorial Scholarship in Pre-Medical Studies Fund
   Sarah Fleegal

Barbara & Carl Wimberly Scholarship Fund
   Jessica Schaefer

James D. & Marcia A. Wine Mathematics Scholarship
   Sean Floersch

Walter & Neva Dayl Winfrey Memorial Scholarship in Microbiology
   Erin Sime

Max Winter Memorial Scholarship for International Students
   Annie Clarmo
   Kyla Dickson

Max Winter Memorial Scholarship for Study Abroad
   Rachel Hohensee

Max Winter Memorial Scholarships in Photography
   Jonathan LeGaault
   Tahlia Rogers

WIPFLI
   Brandon Tomlin

Thomas & Lois Wirkus Scholarship for Communication Studies
   Anahi Ibarra
   Kate Lochner

Ruth Rorabaugh Witek Scholarship Fund
   Hillary Deml

David R. Witmer Endowed Scholarship in Education
   Rebekah Dwyer
Paul C. & Martha M. Witzke Fund in Music
   Cassandra Davis
   Hannah Friesner
   Mackenzie Taylor

Robert & Betty Woodruff Scholarship in Education
   Ava Krause

Marcie Wycoff-Horn Education Scholarship
   Cally Lindsey

Xcel Energy Scholarship for Continuing Students
   Ryan Fell

Xcel Energy Music Scholarship
   Sean Fernan
   Carson Schmidt
   Grace Toutges

B. J. Young Scholarship
   Rachel Anderson

Julie Zabolio Scholarship
   Connor Stenz

Ziemann Family Scholarship Fund in Exercise & Sports Science
   Mason Bills

Zolna-Pitts Family Scholarship for Professional Integrity
   Marina Schwanke